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Ji Yun looked at these women, protecting David desperately, all of them were 

brave enough to die, and those who were envious were about to cry! 

If only there was a woman willing to dedicate her life to him. 

Huo Sha held up the flaming long sword, seeing that Yu Jiameng was just a 

cultivator who transformed himself into a realm, but he threw himself on 

David bravely and blocked David’s sword. It was also very shocking! 

“Boy, did you save the Milky Way in your last life? So many women are willing 

to die for you!” “ 

The more this is the case, the more I will make your death painful…” 

Envy, jealousy and hatred made Huo Sha even crazier! 

Just when the long sword was about to fall, Gao Qilan yelled loudly, and the 

ice crystal in his hand suddenly fell towards the ground! 

Ice crystals instantly embedded into the snow and ice land! 

Soon, a streak of frost was heading towards Huo Sha at a speed visible to the 

naked eye! 



Huo Sha didn’t even have time to react, and ice condensed from the soles of 

his feet, directly freezing him into an ice sculpture. 

And after the ice crystal released its energy, it instantly turned into a pile of 

powder. 

Although the ice crystal was destroyed, Huo Sha was under control, and Gao 

Qilan breathed a sigh of relief. 

“Finally it’s all right…” 

Yu Jiameng also let out a sigh of relief, and then looked at David who was still 

absorbing the energy of the ice fragments! 

But when everyone breathed a sigh of relief, they suddenly remembered a 

slight cracking sound! 

Ka Ka Ka… 

As if something was breaking, the sound became louder and louder soon! 

Gao Qilan looked over suddenly, and found that the frozen Huo Sha, the frost 

on his body was rapidly cracking! 

“Hahaha, just trying to trap me…” 

Accompanied by Huo Sha’s loud laugh, all the frost on his body instantly 

shattered and flew out! 

Seeing this scene, Gao Qilan and Huofeng were all ashamed! 

Gao Qilan even destroyed the ice crystals, and still can’t control Huo Sha, then 

they have no hope! 

Relieved, Yu Jiameng became nervous again, hugged David tightly, and 

protected David under her body! 



Huo Sha sneered, and cut it down with a single blow of his sword! 

Gao Qilan and Huofeng watched, but they couldn’t do anything, their hearts 

were in their throats! 

Pa… 

Suddenly, a big hand tightly grasped Huo Sha’s wrist, preventing him from 

falling even an inch! 

Huosha’s expression changed, and he looked at the person who suddenly 

appeared in front of him in shock! 

Liu Ruyan was surprised! 

Huofeng was also surprised when he saw the person coming! 

It was Yihe who came. Fortunately, he arrived in time, otherwise David would 

have suffered! 

Among these people, only Ruyan Liu has seen Yihe and knows about Yihe’s 

relationship with David! 

And Huofeng also knew Yihe, after all, as a divine beast, she still knew the 

three emperors and four kings of the beast clan! 

However, Yihe doesn’t know Huofeng. When Huofeng was demoted to the 

secular world, she met David to fully transform into a human form. It’s normal 

for Yihe not to know her! 

“Who are you? Let go of me right now, I’m from the Seal of Demons.” 

Huo Sha saw Yihe, and then threatened! 



After all, with the appearance of Yihe now, Huosha has uncertainties, so he will 

report his name of the Sealed Demon League, so that many monks want to 

give face to the Sealed Demon League. 

“I don’t care what your alliance is. If you dare to touch Mr. Chen, you’ll be tired 

of your job…” 

After Yihe finished speaking, he slapped him out. 

Huo Sha’s body, like a kite with a broken string, was directly thrown hundreds 

of meters away! 

You must know that Huo Sha is the ninth rank of the Body Fit Realm, and this 

kind of realm is not too low in the Heavenly Human Realm! 

But now, Huosha, a ninth-grade monk in the Composite Realm, was sent flying 

hundreds of meters away by Yihe’s slap! 

Huo Sha was dumbfounded, except for Liu Ruyan and Huofeng, everyone else 

was also dumbfounded! 

Because of Yihe’s strength, they were shocked! 

“Who are you? Why are you here?” 

Gao Qilan asked Yihe! 

 


